
 
 

September 10, 2014 

 

The Honorable Carl Levin   The Honorable Buck McKeon 

Chairman     Chairman 

US Senate Committee on Armed Services US House Armed Services Committee 

228 Russell SOB     2120 Rayburn HOB 

Washington, DC 20510    Washington, DC 20515 

 

The Honorable James Inhofe   The Honorable Adam Smith 

Ranking Member    Ranking Member 

US Senate Committee on Armed Services US House Armed Services Committee 

228 Russell SOB     2120 Rayburn HOB 

Washington, DC 20510    Washington, DC 20515 

 

Subject: Comprehensive Subcontracting Plan Test Program (CSP)  

 

 

Dear Chairman Levin, Ranking Member Inhofe, Chairman McKeon, and Ranking Member Smith, 

 

The Small Business Technology Council (SBTC) is the high technology arm of the National Small 

Busi ess Asso iatio , the atio ’s lo gest u i g, small-business advocacy organization. We are a 

nonpartisan, member-d i e  o ga izatio  dedi ated to p o oti g A e i a’s high-tech, innovative 

companies. SBTC advocates for the 5,000 Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) companies 

ho olle ti ely p odu e a ua te  of the atio ’s ost alua le pate ts as evidenced by R&D 100 

awards; three times as many as universities and four times as many as Fortune 500 companies.1  

The SBIR/STTR programs are among the most successful R&D programs in the world, with 25% of 

the key innovations coming from less than 3% of federal extramural expenditures.2   

 

One key aspect of the latest SBIR reauthorization was to ensure that these innovations were more 

readily transitioned into programs where they can not only increase competitiveness and 

capability, but strengthen the overall economy of the nation.  A major means of technology 

transition is the use of new SBIR incentives and goals in the contracting process in order to increase 

SBIR participation in government contracting.  SBTC believes that the inclusion of these goals and 

incentives as part of the SBIR Reauthorization greatly helped to move the ball forward in terms of 

bringing innovation off of the shelf and into the hands of users.   

 

Unfortunately, one effect of the Comprehensive Subcontracting Plan Test Program (CSP) is to make 

this process much more difficult to enact and almost impossible to enforce.  Under CSP, prime 

contractors are able to have their small business participation measured at a comprehensive level, 

rather than at a program or PEO level.  SBIR companies in particular have had extreme difficulty in 

receiving subcontract from large prime contractors in the CSP program.  One argument for 
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retaining CSP is that it reduces the burden on the prime contractor.  However, it is in the prime 

o t a to ’s est i te est to o ly o t a t ith a fe  s all  usi esses o  o e o  t o programs.  

This means that viable and important innovations that can provide incremental change are not 

brought to the forefront.  This reduces the new technology provided to the warfighter, as well as 

decreases the overall benefit to the economy and diminishes the job creation impact. 

 

SBTC has worked with DOD and Congress in each of the past 3 administrations to try to implement 

Phase III SBIR commercialization. A December 2008 memorandum from DOD Under Secretary 

Finley directed greater use of SBIR technology by DOD,3 and in December 2011 Congress directed 

DOD to require all large prime contractors to make better use of SBIR technology and to require 

reporting of the use of SBIR technology by prime contractors with contracts of over $100 million 

dollars.4  To date these legal provisions have not been implemented.  Some of these large prime 

contractors have argued that they do not have to comply with the law because of the CSP 

provisions.  Similar arguments were successful in stopping prior administrations from implementing 

similar provisions in the past. While SBTC believes that this argument is without merit and that 15 

USC §638(y)(5) clearly requires CSP firms to comply, we feel strongly that eliminating the CSP 

removes any question.   

 

We believe that powerful incentives at the program and PEO level, instead of at a comprehensive 

level, is how the insertion of technology will be most beneficial not only to our small business 

members, but the entire nation as a whole, and to the American economy by creating more jobs at 

no additional cost to the Government. 

 

SBIR companies have a strong commercial interest in ensuring that the SBIR Reauthorization 

legislation is implemented as it was intended.  SBIR companies are the best investment for job 

creation, producing 40 long-term jobs for each million dollars invested,5 and it is the responsibility 

of Congress to not only enable small business participation but also ensure that the annual 

investment of over $2 billion is fully and effectively utilized.  

 

In spite of being a test program, the CSP is nearing 25 years old, with virtually no data collection or 

comprehensive study to determine what, if any, benefit it has for small businesses.  There is no 

evidence that companies in CSP have a better subcontracting record than companies not in CSP.  To 

our knowledge, no small business organization supports continuing CSP, and we know of no small 

business in our organization that has benefited from this program.  CSP companies receive over $55 

billion of DOD contracts each year.  In effect CSP removes one third of all DOD contract dollars from 

normal reporting and compliance requirements.  There is only one published evaluation of the 

program, a 2004 GAO report that declared that DOD has yet to esta lish etrics to evaluate the 

p og a ’s esults a d effe ti e ess.   A program that is twenty-five years old and has no positive 

reviews should not be continued.  
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We strongly believe that the CSP Test Program should be allowed to sunset when it expires at the 

end of the year, and we urge Congress not to reauthorize this program.  If the CSP is reauthorized, 

however, it should only be for a short period of time and only available to companies that have 

clearly shown with auditable data that they have met or exceeded the goals for subcontracting.  

Any CSP reauthorization should also clearly require all CSP companies to comply with goal setting 

and reporting requirements in law or required by DOD including Section 15 USC §638 (y)(5) and all 

other provisions of the SBIR Reauthorization. 

 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
Jere W. Glover 

Executive Director 

Small Business Technology Council 

 

  

 


